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Cuisine Through Time: 
Art & Archaeology of Food
August 23 - 28, 2020

DAY 1 SUNDAY, AUGUST 23
Scholars: Kyle Bocinsky, Sarah Oas
Arrive in Cortez by late afternoon and check in 
to our hotel. Meet our scholars and staff in the 
evening for introductions, orientation, dinner, and 
a presentation about our program. Enjoy a farm-
to-table meal in downtown Cortez to start off our 
exploration of cuisine and food pathways.

Overnight, Cortez, CO
Dinner Included

DAY 2 MONDAY, AUGUST 24 
Scholars: Kyle Bocinsky, Sarah Oas
Spend the day in the shadow of Mesa Verde, at 
archaeological sites and ancient farming plots. Visit 
the Haynie Great House complex, where we examine 
in situ artifacts, Chaco-style architecture, and 
ancestral fields to introduce ancient foodways linked 
to social transformation. We also visit the Crow 
Canyon Archaeological Center for an introduction 
to its Pueblo Farming Project; we learn how corn 
was grown abundantly for various uses and how 
it created an extensive social network in this area. 
Check in to our lodge for the week, Sophia Retreat 
Center, located atop a forested mesa above the 
mountain town of Dolores. 

Overnight, Sophia Retreat Center, Dolores, CO
Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner Included

DAY 3 TUESDAY, AUGUST 25
Scholars: Kyle Bocinsky, Sarah Oas
In the morning, we explore two ancestral pueblos, 
noting their contrasts in positioning on the 
landscape, architectural features, and proximity to 
available water and food resources. We learn about 
how culture was shaped at these two locations, 
based upon findings such as foodstuffs, ritual 
artifacts, and unique architectural features. In the 
afternoon, we examine a variety of ceramics and 
other artifacts related to food production and 
cuisine at Canyons of the Ancients Museum in 
Dolores. Return to our retreat center for a sunset 
walk and dinner with a lecture about ancient 
specialized foods and preparation.

Overnight, Sophia Retreat Center, Dolores, CO
Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner Included

ITINERARY

Wild Food Feast

Harvest at Red Mesa Cuisine

Canyons of the Ancients National Monument



DAY 4 WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 26
Scholars: Sarah Oas, Katrina Blair, Ray Naranjo
Today we turn our attention to wild and foraged 
foods and their availability in mountain terrain. 
Joining us are Katrina Blair and Ray Naranjo, both 
of whom are celebrity chefs in their regions and 
contemporary wild food and nutrition experts. A 
hike into the nearby San Juan Mountains will reveal 
abundant edible and medicinal plants along with 
a vast animal kingdom. Spend the afternoon back 
at the Sophia Retreat Center in our commercial 
kitchen. Here our chefs demonstrate food uses and 
exquisite preparation to tempt your taste buds. Feel 
free to roll up your sleeves and learn how to create 
fine cuisine from wild, farmed, and locally sourced 
foods in a feast atmosphere. Paired wines from local 
vineyards complement our feast. Afterward, enjoy a 
sunset walk through the Chartres-style labyrinth on 
the retreat grounds.

Overnight, Sophia Retreat Center, Dolores, CO
Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner Included

DAY 5 THURSDAY, AUGUST 27
Scholars: Sarah Oas, Katrina Blair, Ray Naranjo
Today we look to the high desert canyons for a 
variety of nutritious foods. Our morning at Sand 
Canyon Pueblo evokes the importance of food 
security during a time of upheaval. Enjoy a hike down 
Sand Canyon trail for about 1 mile to see vegetation-
type shifts, according to elevation change.  We 
discuss shifts in cuisine induced by environmental 
and social change. Our final afternoon is spent back 
at the retreat center, where again we learn from our 
chefs about creating with various local foods in our 
final dinner celebration. 

Overnight, Sophia Retreat Center, Dolores, CO
Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner Included

DAY 6 FRIDAY, AUGUST 28
Depart anytime after breakfast. Shuttle 
arrangements provided by Crow Canyon to access 
Durango or Cortez airports.

Breakfast Included
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This program requires special permission from San Juan National 
Forest; Canyons of the Ancients National Monument, Hovenweep 
National Monument, and Crow Canyon Archaeological Center. 
Outfitters and Partners- chefs from Turtle Lake Refuge (Katrina Blair) 
and Santa Clara Pueblo (Ray Naranjo)

Ancestral Food Prep

Pueblo Farming Project

Wild Food Feast


